Papillomaviruses are small double-stranded DNA viruses that replicate episomally in the nuclei of infected cells. The full-length E1 protein of papillomaviruses is required for the replication of viral DNA. The viral mRNA from which the human papillomavirus type 18 E1 protein is expressed is not known. We demonstrate that in eukaryotic cells, the E1 protein is expressed from polycistronic mRNA containing E6, E7, and E1 open reading frames (ORFs). The translation of adjacent E7 and E1 ORFs is not associated; it is performed by separate populations of ribosomes. The translation of the downstream E1 gene is preceded by ribosome scanning. Scanning happens at least at the 5 end of the polycistronic mRNA and also approximately 100 bp in front of the E1 gene. Long areas in middle of the mRNA are bypassed by ribosomes, possibly by ribosomal "shunting." Inactivation of short minicistrons in the upstream area of the E1 gene did not change the expression level of the E1 gene.
Current knowledge about gene expression stresses the importance of the regulated activation of tissue-specific promoters by a myriad of different transcription factors. In addition, regulation of gene expression also occurs at multiple posttranscriptional levels. These include, for example, the regulation of gene activity by changes in protein or mRNA structure, stability, and compartmentalization and other mechanisms, including translational regulation. Our interest in the translational mechanisms of regulation of gene expression was initiated after several attempts to clone the coding sequence of replication protein E1 from human papillomavirus type 6 (HPV6), HPV11, and HPV18 into the eukaryotic expression vector for in vivo DNA replication studies. We observed that papillomavirus replication protein E1 is expressed poorly if the E1 open reading frame (ORF) is cloned without a flanking sequence. As a matter of fact, the expression levels were raised significantly if the E1 700-to 900-bp 5Ј flanking sequence was cloned together with the E1 ORF into a vector (36, 37a) . This might have been an indication of the existence of the E1-specific promoter in the flanking region or a specific mechanism which would ensure the expression of the E1 protein from the multicistronic messenger. Otherwise, it would have been contradictory to the general paradigm of translational initiation in eukaryotic cells. The area upstream to the E1 ORF contains two long coding sequences for the E6 and E7 proteins and several potential minicistrons. According to the current paradigm, eukaryotic ribosomes most efficiently translate the first cistron in mRNA and only exceptionally continue at the later cistrons with low efficiency (27, 28) . The closest known early promoter producing mRNA which would incorporate the E1 ORF of HPV16 and HPV18 is positioned in front of the E6 gene, where it drives the expression of E6 and E7 oncogenes (40, 45) . If the E1 protein is expressed from the same mRNA and this mRNA is not modified by splicing to produce the monocistronic message, the E1 ORF would be the third major coding sequence in this mRNA. Therefore, we decided to study the mode of expression of the E1 gene and, in particular, to find out whether HPV18 produces shorter, E1-specific mRNA by splicing or alternative initiation of transcription or whether it is capable of using long polycistronic mRNA for that purpose. We found that the HPV18 E1 protein is translated from the polycistronic mRNA that includes coding sequences for the E6, E7, and E1 proteins, in addition to the smaller cistrons.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines and electroporation. For both RNA analysis and protein expression analysis, we used the COS7 cell line from the European Collection of Animal Cell Cultures (no. 87021302). Some control experiments which measured E1 protein levels by E1-dependent replication were performed with human embryonal kidney cell line 293 (no. 85120602). Cells were grown in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Sebak). Plasmid DNA (3 mg of the test plasmid plus 50 mg of carrier DNA) was electroporated into COS7 cells at 180 V with an ElectroPorator (Invitrogen). An exact description of our electroporation method can be found in reference 47. Cells were plated onto 60-mm-diameter dishes and analyzed 24 h later. RNA analysis was performed similarly, except that cells were plated onto 100-mm-diameter dishes. Transfection efficiency was determined in a control plate that was transfected with a ␤-galactosidase-expressing plasmid (43) by staining of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-␤-D-galactopyranoside (X-Gal) positive cells. Transfection efficiency was routinely 40 to 70% and did not vary between parallel controls.
Plasmids. The basic construct pEPI contained the HPV18 sequence including nucleotides (nt) 105 to 2996 inserted downstream from the cybomegalovirus (CMV) promoter in vector pCG (44) without any leader sequences. The nucleotide numbering of HPV18 throughout this report is based on the EMBL data bank sequence of PAPHPV18 (accession no. X05015). Point mutations and deletions were introduced into this sequence by a double-PCR method (33) . The correctness of mutations and surrounding sequences in mutant plasmids was confirmed by sequencing. The exact sequences of all mutants are shown in Table 1 .
Western blotting. Transfected cells were lysed in 100 to 150 ml of Laemmli buffer and analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (39) . Proteins were transferred from the gel to a nitrocellulose filter (Schleiser & Schuell BA85) with a semidry blotting system (Semiphor TE70) from Hoefer Scientific. Transfer was performed in 39 mM glycine-48 mM Tris-0.037% sodium dodecyl sulfate-20% ethanol for 150 min at 0.8 mA/cm 2 . Filters were blocked, washed, incubated with antibodies and developed with chromogenic or luminescent substrates in accordance with the suppliers' protocols (NEN Reneissance and Amersham ECL). All experiments were done three to six times. Occasionally, the results were confirmed by immunoprecipitation assays.
RNA extraction and preparation. Total RNA was extracted from transfected cells by the guanidine thiocyanate method followed by phenol-chloroform extractions (2) and DNase treatment (Promega RQ). The completeness of DNAse treatment was confirmed by simultaneously processing a control sample in which 1 mg of exogeneously added plasmid DNA was digested completely. The control RNA for the estimation of reverse transcription (RT)-PCR efficiency was synthesized in vitro from the T7 bacteriophage promoter of the pCG vector. It contains a deletion within the upstream area (nt 326 to 823). In vitro transcription of control mRNA was performed with T7 RNA polymerase (Fermentas, Vilnius, Lithuania) from a linearized template similarly to the synthesis of other mRNAs described below. It was synthesized in 50 ml in the presence of 80 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 12 mM MgCl 2 , 20 mM NaCl, 10 mM dithiothreitol, 500 mM ribonucleoside triphosphate, 100-mg/ml bovine serum albumin, 0.5 U of RNasin, and 9 U of polymerase at 40°C for 45 min.
RT-PCR. RNA was dissolved in 4 ml of deionized water, denatured at 65°C and annealed to a primer by cooling slowly to 37°C in a commercial first-strand synthesis buffer from GIBCO. After that, the reaction was started by adding 500 mM deoxynucleoside triphosphate mixture and 200 U of reverse transcriptase (GIBCO Superscript). The total volume of the reaction was 20 ml. The reaction was stopped after 1 h by heating at 95°C for 5 min. Finally, 180 ml Tris-EDTA buffer was added and the products were stored at Ϫ20°C.
One-hundredth of this product was used as a template for the PCR. The PCR mixture included appropriate commercial buffer, 3 mM MgCl 2 , 5% glycerol, 200 mM deoxynucleoside triphosphate mixture, and 0.5 U of thermostable polymerase (Eurogentec GoldStar) per 100 ml. We used 50 mM primer 5 for RT and 6 mM primers 5 and 6713 for PCR. The PCR conditions were 1 cycle of 96°C for 3 min, 35 cycles of 94°C for 1 min, 62°C for 1.5 min, and 71°C for 1.5 min in a Robocycler (Stratagene). PCR products were analyzed in a 1.5% agarose gel.
RESULTS
Design of the experiment. Our group has established transient-replication assays with the replication origins of HPV18, HPV6, and HPV11 (36, 38) . The assay is performed by transfection of cells with an origin-containing plasmid and heterologous protein expression vectors that provide viral replication proteins E1 and E2. We have noticed that replication with the monocistronic E1 expression construct is almost undetectable, while constructs with the longer upstream area (including the E7 ORF) gives fairly high levels of replication. Thus, we decided to find out how the E1 protein is expressed. In order to study expression of the E1 protein, we had to solve a major problem: the sensitivity of detection of this weakly expressed protein. The problem was hindered by lack of suitable E1-specific monoclonal antibodies. We decided to insert a foreign epitope tag into the E1 gene of HPV18. This tag is recognized by well-known influenza virus monoclonal antibody 12CA5 (9) . The 12-amino-acid tag was inserted after amino acid 4 of the E1 protein. Another epitope tag was cloned into the beginning of the E7 protein (after amino acid 20). This allowed us to compare the expression levels of the two proteins. Both epitope tags were recognized by the same antibody 12CA5, so we were able to compare the expression of both the E1 and E7 proteins simultaneously in a single experiment.
To increase the expression level of the E1 protein, we cloned most of the early region of HPV18 including the E6, E7, and E1 genes into eukaryotic expression vector pCG (44) . The original papillomavirus early promoter P 105 was replaced with the much stronger CMV promoter from the pCG vector. We maintained the overall structure of viral genes up to the transcription initiation site at P 105 and we confirmed by S1 mapping that the transcripts in pCG start at the same position as in the wildtype virus (data not shown). We expect that replacement of the promoter does not cause significant changes in the structure, stability, or translational properties of the mRNA. The resulting construct was called pEPI. Please note that the insertion of the epitope tag within the E1 ORF disrupted the strong E1 ∧ E4 splicing donor at the beginning of the E1 ORF. The possible effects of this change are discussed in the Discussion. We tested E1 protein expression in vivo by electroporation of the respective constructs into COS-7 cells, followed by Western blotting using monoclonal antibody 12CA5 against the epitope. First, we compared the expression of pEPI to that of a monocistronic construct, pM26, in which sequences between the promoter and the E1 gene are deleted. As shown in Fig. 1 (lanes  1 and 2) , expression of the E1 protein was from monocistronic construct pM26 was virtually undetectable.
To eliminate the possibility that the epitope tag influenced the expression of the E1 gene, we also used a parallel model system to check our initial results. Untagged (without an epitope) analogs of pEPI, pM26, and several other plasmids were used in transient-replication assay at limiting plasmid concentrations. We expect that the replication level reflects E1 expression from those plasmids. Indeed, the replication levels exactly coincided with the E1 levels on a Western blot (data not shown). This proves that our model system with tagged epitopes properly reflects E1 expression in eukaryotic cells.
We did not try to find the reason why monocistronic E1 constructs are poorly expressed. Several possibilities are mentioned in the discussion. However, with the work described in this paper, we tried to understand how is it possible to translate the E1 gene from complex polycistronic mRNA.
The E1 protein is translated from polycistronic mRNA. Our initial interest was to find out the structure of the E1-producing mRNA. The first impression was that the area upstream to the E1 ORF could contain an E1-specific promoter. No promoters have previously been identified in this region of HPV18 (21) . A late promoter in front of the E1 gene has been described in many HPV types (4, 8, 15, 16, 35) . Nevertheless, its activity in undifferentiated cells is extremely low (6, 16, 17) and messages produced from this promoter are unstable in these cells (23) . We tested the possible existence of a functional promoter in this region by using two mutant plasmids: pNP and pIP ( Fig. 1 , lanes 3 and 4). These mutant plasmid have a structure similar to that of pEPI but have a deleted and inverted CMV promot- er-enhancer region, respectively. pIP, with the inverted promoter, should retain the CMV enhancer activity that could activate cryptic promoters in the vicinity. The absence of E1 expression from these constructs clearly demonstrates that the CMV promoter in front of the E6 gene is responsible for the E1 expression levels we achieve in our model system.
If the promoter closest to E1 ORF is P 105 , then the mRNA for expression of the E1 protein would be tricistronic, also containing the E6 and E7 ORFs in front of the E1 ORF. We wanted to test whether this tricistronic pre-mRNA undergoes a splicing event that has not been described previously. The only previously described splicing event within the E6-E7 region of HPV18 is splicing within the E6 gene (42) , which is called E6* (shown as a triangle in Fig. 1 ). We tested the splicing pattern of pEPI mRNAs simultaneously by S1 mapping (data not shown) and RT-PCR (Fig. 2, lane 1) . RT-PCR primers were chosen from the ultimate 5Ј end of the mRNA and from the beginning of the E1 ORF. They covered all of the E6-E7 area and one-fifth of the E1 gene (see Materials and Methods) . No additional splicing products were detected by either method, although the full-length and E6* mRNAs were easily detectable (Fig. 2, lane 1) . To confirm that the sensitivity of our RT-PCR was sufficiently high to detect low-level mRNAs, we included an internal control RNA (Fig. 2, lane 2) . The in vitro-synthesized control RNA was made from another deletion mutant that can be amplified in a PCR by the same set of primers as pEPI. To prove that our RT-PCR enables us to detect a rare spliced mRNA even if it is present at a single copy per cell, we added 10 6 molecules (which is approximately equal to the number of transfected COS7 cells in our experiment) of control RNA to our RT-PCR together with total cellular RNA. This control mRNA is an approximate representation of mRNA at a single copy per cell in the background of the total RNA, and it was easily detected in our experiment. Therefore, our RT-PCR is sensitive enough to exclude any possible splicing that could facilitate E1 protein expression from polycistronic mRNA.
Nevertheless, one can imagine that specific degradation of the 5Ј end of the mRNA could generate translatable mRNAs, which would not be detected by RT-PCR (if the binding site for the upstream primer is deleted). This unlikely possibility was excluded by a series of S1 mapping experiments. S1 nuclease is an enzyme that detects and cleaves any unpaired nucleotide in an RNA-DNA duplex. Therefore, if we anneal mRNA and a radiolabelled DNA fragment, we are able to detect the first unmatched nucleotide between the mRNA and the DNA.
Our S1 mapping experiments fully covered the same E6-E7 area and detected only full-length and E6* mRNAs (data not shown). This proves that the E1 mRNA starts around nt 105, as in wild-type HPV18, and the only mRNA species that could serve for translation of the HPV18 E1 gene are polycistronic full-length mRNA and its spliced form, E6*.
Translation of the E1 protein is not associated with translation of the E7 protein. If the E1 protein is produced from polycistronic mRNA, the question of possible translation mechanisms arises. How can ribosomes find an ATG codon that is 800 bp away from the beginning of the mRNA? Normally, ribosomes would approach the ATG by scanning mRNA from its 5Ј end. How can ribosomes bypass those numerous ATG codons in E1 mRNA? Firstly, we can discard the influence of the E6 ORF and its ATG codon, because the transcription at P 105 starts exactly at the first ATG of the E6 ORF or even some nucleotides later (40) . In this context, ribosomes will always have a great chance to bypass the E6 ORF without translating it. Several other strong ATG codons are spliced out in the E6* intron. Thus, we can treat our mRNA as bicistronic mRNAs containing the E7 and E1 ORFs.
Although eukaryotic mRNA is usually monocistronic, translation of polycistronic messages is also possible (22) . In most of these cases, the translation of a second gene is linked to the translation of the first gene. Translating ribosomes are (at low efficiency) able to (i) continue scanning the first gene after the stop codon (reinitiation) and (ii) translate through the stop codon without recognizing it (readthrough).
These mechanisms allow translation of the second ORF in a bicistronic message, albeit at lower efficiency (for a review, see reference 1. Frameshift during translation is another widely used way of translating genes from a polycistronic message, resulting in the synthesis of the hybrid protein. In our case, the E7 and E1 ORFs are at the same frame, separated by just 6 nt. We considered the possibility that translation of the E7 ORF and that of the E1 ORF might be linked to each other-the ribosomes translating E7 can continue translating E1 at lower efficiency.
We decided to test these possibilities by making point mutations around the stop codon of the E7 gene and in the 6-bp intergenic space between the E1 and E7 genes (Fig. 3 ). These point mutations should interfere with the unusual types of translation mechanisms described above. The point mutations we made were the following. pM5 and pM6 (lanes 2 and 3) changed the reading frame between E7 and E1 to avoid translation by readthrough. pM8 (lane 5) placed two additional stop codons at the end of the E7 gene to avoid translation by readthrough. pM11 (lane 6) and pM6 altered the E7 stop codon to avoid possible reinitiation. An important control in this series was pM10, where the first ATG of the E1 gene was destroyed to ensure that this is the real start site for E1 protein translation (lane 7). As shown in Fig. 3 , most of these mutations did not interfere with the expression of the E1 protein. The most interesting mutation here was pM11, where E7 and E1 are fused to one big ORF. It produces a fusion protein as expected, but the normal-length E1 protein is made as well, albeit at slightly lower levels (lane 6). This demonstrates that the production of E1 is not associated with the production of the E7 protein. It looks likely that the E1 and E7 genes are translated by different ribosomes or from different mRNAs. The translation of E7 is obviously not associated with translation of E1. Although reinitiation or readthrough after finishing the E7 gene is not entirely excluded, most of the E1 is clearly produced by other mechanisms.
Synthesis of the full-length E6 and E7 proteins is not required for expression of the E1 protein.
If the area upstream of the E1 ORF is retained in mature mRNA, it should contain some important features that favor the production of E1. The E6 or E7 proteins that are expressed from this region could possibly stimulate translation of the E1 protein. To test the possibility, we disrupted the expression of E6 or E7 by frameshift mutations within E6, E7, or both ORFs (Fig. 4, lane 2 Scanning in front of the E1 gene. In order to understand the mechanism of E1 gene translation, it is important to know whether the ATG of the E1 gene is approached by normal scanning or is recognized by other mechanisms (direct binding or even backscanning). The best way to solve this question was to introduce an out-of-frame ATG codon in front of the authentic E1 ATG. Scanning ribosomes would be misled by those "false" ATG codons. A mutant plasmid, pM7G, was generated in which the false ATG was placed immediately (4 nt) before the authentic E1 ATG. This mutation completely eliminated the expression of the E1 protein (Fig. 3, lane 4) . It is not likely that the effect of M7G was purely due to the change in the primary sequences and not related to scanning. We tested analogous mutant pM7 with a weaker Kozak consensus (ATGA instead of the current ATGG) that differed by only a single nucleotide. Indeed, the M7 with weaker Kozak consensus had a much weaker inhibiting effect on E1 translation (data not shown). This experiment suggests that the E1 start codon is approached by scanning, but it is not clear in which regions this scanning starts. Can the entire mRNA be scanned by ribosomes?
To find out how far in front of the E1 gene ribosomes scan mRNA, we generated a series of mutant plasmids, pM51 to pM56 (Fig. 5) . False ATG codons were introduced at increasing distances from the E1 start codon in those mutant plasmids. All of them were in frame with the E7 ORF, so they did not generate any additional minicistrons in front of the E1 ORF. The mutants covered the entire E7 ORF, and one of them, pM51, changed the context of the authentic E7 start codon to make it stronger. We expect that those false ATG codons, which were all in a strong initiation context, should inhibit scanning ribosomes similarly to pM7G. The results are shown in Fig. 5. pM7G , which had already been tested before, again eliminated E1 protein expression (lane 7). The next one (pM56), which was 45 nt away, had only a slight inhibiting effect (lane 6). Other false ATG codons that were further away from the real ATG had no effect (lanes 1 to 5). Thus, it seems that scanning is discontinuous and happens only in front of the E1 gene. This might be an indication of "internal initiation" or "ribosome shunting."
Scanning of the polycistronic E1 mRNA starts at its 5 end, not by internal initiation. In many picornaviruses, translation of polycistronic mRNAs is performed by internal initiation (32, 34) . In this case, ribosomes recognize some internal structures within the mRNA and bind to the mRNA internally. Translation starts directly in the binding region or after short scanning of a few hundred nucleotides. Internal initiation was one of the possible mechanisms we considered for the E1 mRNA. A good way to identify scanning regions in mRNA is by inserting hairpin structures. These hairpin structures cannot be penetrated by scanning ribosomes if their ⌬G is less than Ϫ61 kcal/mol (25) .
Insertion of such hairpins in different areas would allow us to pinpoint regions in polycistronic mRNA that are scanned by E1-translating ribosomes. A similar method has also allowed the identification of a ribosome jumping mechanism in cauliflower mosaic virus (11) .
We inserted 20-bp inverted repeats to create HP (identical to the hp7 described in reference (25) ) into five sites in the area upstream of the E1 gene. Their positions and the respective levels of the E1 protein expression are shown in Fig. 6 . Together with hairpin mutant HP, we always created a control mutant HH also. In HH-type mutants, the same 20-bp sequence was not inverted but inserted as two direct repeats at the same position as in the respective HP mutant. These HH mutants served as controls in which we did not disrupt any important primary or secondary structural elements of the mRNA. As shown in Fig. 6 , of five hairpin structures, three caused significant reductions in the level of E1 expression. The only hairpin that certainly did not inhibit E1 synthesis was in a previously described intron within the E6 gene (lanes 4 and 5). This result was expected because the intron was spliced out in the wild-type virus (40) , as well as in our model system (Fig. 2,  lane 1) , before translation of the mRNA. The results obtained with the hairpin p33HP region around the start of the E7 ORF are unclear. The levels of control mutant p33HH showed an increase above the normal level of E1. At the same time, p33HH reduced E7 protein expression for an unknown reason. We noticed already that a decrease in E7 levels can increase E1 protein levels, and that could be how p33HH indirectly affects E1 levels. Another unexpected result is the discrepancy between the results produced by hairpin EHP (Fig. 6, lane 8) and the artificial ATG mutants in the previous experiment (Fig. 5,  lane 6) . The hairpin seems to inhibit at a distance of 80 bp in front of the E1 start codon, whereas the artificially introduced ATG codon was not inhibitory at a distance of 30 nt. One of the possible reasons for this disagreement could be the effect of hairpin to local secondary structure of the mRNA. 40 nucleotides were inserted to generate EHP hairpin, while only 2 point mutations were generated for "false" ATG mutant (pM56).
The interesting fact is that a hairpin at the ultimate beginning of the mRNA inhibited E1; as well as E7; expression. This confirms that 40S ribosome subunits need to scan through from the beginning of the polycistronic mRNA to reach the start codon of the E1 gene. As expected from false ATG results (Fig. 3, lane 4) , the hairpin immediately in front of the E1 gene also inhibited the E1 gene translation. The fact that the hairpin in 5Ј end of the mRNA inhibits expression of both the E7 and E1 proteins is not in agreement with an internal initiation mechanism. We also tested the hypothesis of internal initiation by inserting a 1,000-bp-long bacterial gene (Pseudomonas putida xylS) into the BamHI site at the beginning of the mRNA region (data not shown). In case of internal initiation, it would not interfere with the translation of downstream genes. In our experiment, addition of sequences to the beginning of the mRNA completely eliminated expression from the E7 and E1 genes. Thus, we discarded the hypothesis of internal initiation and looked for other possible mechanisms for translation of the E1 gene.
Minicistrons are not involved in translation of the E1 mRNA. In some cases, translation of downstream genes is preceded by translation of small minicistrons. Products of those minicistrons could regulate the translation of downstream genes (13) . As the mechanism for passing of ribosomes through the E7 gene area was still unclear, we decided to mutate all of the start codons in this area. This area contains seven ATG codons, of which two are in the same reading frame with the E7 gene. The initiation context around those ATG codons is not optimal but still relatively good (except for two ATGs in a very poor context). We mutated all of the ATG codons one by one, generating seven different mutant plasmids (M42 to M48) plus one in which the E7 start codon itself (M41) was destroyed. Surprisingly, all minicistrons within the E7 gene could be destroyed without affecting the E1 protein levels (lane 2 to 8). Therefore, the E1-translating ribosomes are able to pass all of the upstream area without having to recognize those numerous ATG codons in the E7 region. Thus, ribosome jumping seems to be the most likely mechanism for the translation of polycistronic E1 mRNA.
Generally, the mutations within the E7 gene did not affect E1 protein levels ( Fig. 5 and 7) . The only exceptions were mutation M41, which destroyed the genuine start codon of the E7 gene (Fig. 7, lane 2) , and frameshift mutations within the E7 gene (Fig. 4, lanes 4 and 5) and that increased the levels of E1 protein. This effect could be explained by the ribosome shunting hypothesis (see Discussion).
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we demonstrate that the E1 protein of HPV18 can be produced from polycistronic mRNA. This was confirmed by various experiments like promoter mutagenesis ( Fig. 1) , RT-PCR (Fig. 2) , and S1 mapping. The most interesting conclusion is that the E1 mRNA has to be polycistronic to be expressed. Monocistronic E1 expression construct pM26 was inactive (or extremely inefficient) for expression of the E1 protein. Although the mechanism by which expression from monocistronic mRNA was inhibited was not studied in this work, the fact itself indicates that complicated regulation is involved in the expression of the papillomavirus E1 protein. It also explains why many researchers have had low yields in HPV replication assays if monocistronic E1 and E2 constructs were used.
Another interesting question was the translation mechanism of the E1 ORF in E6/E7/E1 mRNA. Being polycistronic, it is a complicated template for ribosomes. The classical eukaryotic mRNA is monocistronic and the start site of its translation is localized by a scanning process (for reviews, see references 24, 29, and 30) . Scanning is performed by 40S ribosomal subunits in a complex with several cellular translation factors. Normally, scanning starts from the ultimate 5Ј end of the mRNA and does not continue after translation of the first cistron. Nevertheless, the existence of polycistronic eukaryotic messages has been demonstrated before. A variety of mechanisms has been FIG. 7 . Western blot showing E1 levels with mutated minicistrons in the upstream area. Shown is the upstream area with the E7 ORF and five minicistrons in it. The inactivated minicistrons are darkest. The striped region represents the 12-amino-acid epitope that was added for detection of E7 levels. In pM47 and pM48, two ATG initiation codons that were in frame with the E7 ORF were mutated. In pM41 (lane 2), the authentic E7 start codon was mutated. The numbers above refer to nucleotide numbers of HPV18 according to reference 5. proposed for translation of such exceptional mRNAs. Ribosomal frameshift is a common mechanism for translation of overlapping proteins of retroviruses (20) , and nonoverlapping genes can be translated by reinitiation (3, 18) or internal initiation (32, 34) of ribosomes. Sometimes ribosomes might be less sensitive to weak initiation codons and ignore preceding ORFs by leaky scanning (10, 27) . In cauliflower mosaic virus and adenovirus, ribosome jumping mechanisms have been proposed to move over some parts of mRNA without scanning (11, 48) . Which mechanism could be responsible for translation of the HPV18 E1 gene? Combining all of our experiments, we were able to exclude any unusual translation mechanism except ribosome jumping. So far, ribosome jumping has been described for pararetroviruses of plants (11, 12) and for adenovirus (48) . It has been suggested that ribosome jumping is favored in cells under stress conditions (e.g., by lack of serum or mitogens), when the RNA-helicase complex eIF-4F is less active. In early stages of infection, papillomaviruses infect basal and suprabasal cells of the skin and mucosa. Although we have no experimental data on eIF-4F concentrations in such papillomavirus-infected cells, we expect that its activity is low because those cells are deprived of mitogens. Therefore, it seems likely that papillomaviruses have adapted to use of ribosome jumping during evolution. The important determinant of the ribosome jumping mechanism is a strong secondary structure within the bypassed region of the translated mRNA and a short minicistron preceding the secondary structure (7, 37) . Similar elements are characteristic of the mRNA region preceding the E1 ORF.
Why should the E1 protein be expressed in such an inefficient and complicated way? We can find many examples of small viruses that use complicated mechanisms to regulate their gene expression. The most prominent examples are human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (20) and other retroviruses, repetitive element LINE-1 from humans and rats (18, 31) , hepatitis A virus (14) , hepatitis B virus (10), hepatitis C virus (46) , duck hepatitis B virus (3), and cauliflower mosaic virus (41) . Often, the replication proteins or DNA polymerases of small viruses are produced by unusual translation mechanisms. These are the last genes in polycistronic messages being preceded by other genes that should be produced at higher levels. The replication proteins themselves are required at minor levels, and the use of polycistronic messages is probably the easiest way to achieve the expression of two or three proteins at desired ratios.
Naturally, translational regulation is not the only way of adjusting viral protein levels. A majority of the E1 protein that we see in our experiments is translated to E1 ∧ E4 protein in vivo due to the strong conserved splicing donor at the beginning of the E1 ORF. In our model system, we inactivated this splice donor site to increase the levels of detectable E1 protein.
We expect that only a small fraction of those polycistronic mRNAs contain the full-length E1 gene and that the majority of early mRNAs are spliced to form the E1 ∧ E4 ORF (4, 19) . Nevertheless, we do not expect that splicing at this E1 ∧ E4 donor site changes the mechanism by which ribosomes find the E1 start codon. We have repeated the same experiments with spliceable constructs, in both monocistronic (like pM26) and polycistronic (like pEPI and pM5 to pM11) configurations and seen similar results.
Extending the results of our current work, we hypothesize that monocistronic E1 mRNA is inhibited in early stages of the viral infection cycle by an unknown mechanism of translational inhibition. Consequently, this explains the expression of viral replication protein E1 from the polycistronic message. The late promoter is in front of the E1 gene in several HPVs (15, 16) .
If this late promoter were conserved in HPV18, it would allow upregulation of E1 levels in a late stage of replication cycle. The use of a less efficient polycistronic message could prevent the premature expression of large quantities of the E1 protein and possibly prevent overreplication of the virus too early in its life cycle. The expressions of the viral E6, E7, and E1 proteins from polycistronic mRNA are obviously highly regulated and associated with each other. We show that the translation of the E7 protein and that of the E1 protein are not directly associated ( Fig. 3 and 4) . Nevertheless, the inactivation of the E7 ORF stimulates expression of the E1 ORF (Fig. 4, lane 4 and 5, and Fig. 7, lane 2) . One of the possible explanations for this is the disruption of secondary structure elements during translation of the E7 gene. Translating ribosomes are able to dissolve strong secondary structures. If certain secondary structure is important for the expression of the E1 gene, then it is understandable why the translation of the E7 gene inhibits the translation of the E1 gene. An alternate possibility is that premature termination of the E7 ORF simply increases the intergenic distance between the E7 and E1 ORFs. As known before (26) , longer intergenic distances are more favorable for reinitiation. Thus, the translation of the following E1 ORF would be increased by additional ribosomes that would normally translate the E7 ORF.
However, how is the E7 protein expressed? It is also at least 500 nt away from the beginning of the mRNA and is preceded by several strong ATG codons that might inhibit scanning ribosomes. From our experiments we see that the expression of the E7 gene is dependent on scanning similarly to the E1 gene-the hairpin in the beginning of the mRNA inhibits expression from both the E1 and E7 genes (Fig. 6, lanes 2 and 3) . Most of the strong initiation codons in front of the E7 gene are located within E6* intron and do not interfere with the scanning of ribosomes if a spliced form of the polycistronic mRNA is used. The only remaining initiation codon, at nt 469, is in a relatively weak context. The influence of the first ORF, the E6 ORF, in this mRNA is also insignificant for downstream genes because its ATG starts at the first nucleotide of the mRNA and is thus in an extremely unfavorable context for translation initiation. Furthermore, the P 105 promoter produces a subset of shorter mRNAs that start several nucleotides later and do not include the start of the E6 gene (40) . Thus, the subset of longer and unspliced mRNAs could be used for expression of the E6 gene, and shorter and spliced mRNAs could be used for expression of the E7, E1 ∧ E4, and E1 genes. Therefore, the combination of alternative splicing and complicated translation mechanisms could ensure balanced expression of the four proteins from the P 105 promoter in early stages of papillomavirus infection. We should also keep in mind possible regulatory effects of the viral E2 protein and its binding sites in the context of the full viral genome. The regulation of early transcription by the E2 protein can add additional complexity to the expression pattern of the early proteins.
Another question that has been raised by our experiments is why a monocistronic construct does not produce the full-length E1 protein. The most likely explanation is that the monocistronic E1 mRNAs are less stable or are preferably spliced to make alternative, shorter mRNAs. Nevertheless, our preliminary experiments do not confirm that hypothesis. The RT-PCR analysis shows equal mRNA levels with polycistronic messages if sampled from within different regions of the E1 gene. Another possibility is that active inhibition of translation is responsible for poor expression of monocistronic messages. The issue needs further experiments that exceed the scope of the current study.
As mentioned, our system reflects only early stages of the papillomavirus infection cycle, infection and latency in basal and suprabasal cells. In later stages, when the replication of the viral DNA probably requires much more E1 protein, the hypothetical late promoter in front of E1 takes over the synthesis of the E1-specific mRNA. Then the mechanisms of E1 (and abundant E1 ∧ E4) expression might be completely different from the mechanism described by us.
